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Abstract
In 1959, artificial i ntelligence t echnology h as developed s peedily and
supportin scientific analysis and health institute. It is used in ophthalmology
for data analysis, separation, diagnosis and possible final o utcomes. A I is
being used in ophthalmology for diagnosed Anterior and posterior segment
diseases. In Anterior segment disorders such as Keratoconus diagnosed by
Topography, Cataract diagnosis, its gradations and intra ocular lens power
calculations, refractive errors identify with the help of Snellen charts and
appropriate number of refractive error with the help of auto refractometer.
Posterior segment disorders like a DR, glaucoma, Age related macular
degeneration, Retinopathy of prematurity, Retinal detachment, retinal
vascular occlusions, Strabismus, and ocular oncology, Peri-Orbital trauma,
organisation of strabismus surgeries, and intra vitreal anti VEGF injections.
AI is a well-developed technology in ophthalmology and can detect cerebral
impairment, dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, stroke risk, papilledema from
colour fundus photographs and optical coherence tomography, Fluorescein
angiography. In recent year lifestyle of human being has modified drastically
with the help of (AI), (ML), and (DL) technologies. AI is multifaceted
machinery. Together, AI, ML and DL are look forward to supply computer
devices to the ophthalmologists for early distinguished and suitable
treatment of ocular disorders in the forthcoming. Imaging modalities in
ophthalmology supply methods to diagnosed ophthalmic disorders and
detect the development of pathologies including anterior and posterior
segment ophthalmic disorders. There are many imaging technology is used
for diagnosing ophthalmic disorders such as colour fundus photography,
optical coherence tomography (OCT), Fluorescein angiography, indocyanine
green angiography, fundus auto fluorescence, corneal topography, slit lamp
photography. Extension of average lifespan of human being, changes in
lifestyle, demographics, and the changing pathogenesis of much chronic
condition such as Obesity, Hypertension, Diabetes, DR, AMD, and
Glaucoma produced big a demand for such technology.
Keywords: Artificial I ntelligence; M achine l earning; D eep Learning;
Photography study; corneal topography and tomography; OCT

Introduction
In 1956 John McCarthy was first described artificial
intelligence (AI) as a technology able to thing alone and
recreate human behaviour after training (1). In 1959 Arthur
Samuel was introduced Machine learning (ML) as an
algorithm instead allow for computers to train on data inputs
and use statistical analysis in order to output values that fall
within a specific range (2).

It is very important to early recognition and proper
management of ocular disorders to prevent avoidable
impaired vision and to give better quality of life to the patient.
Therefore, together implementations of AI,
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ML, DL into ophthalmology has the capability to transform
the survive diseased diagnosis system and generate a
remarkable advanced effect in ophthalmic health wellness
services (3).Deep learning (DL) is known as a subset of
machine learning. Neural networks are used in machine
learning algorithms. The machine to make its own decisions
without human help with the use of neural network. The
development of these technologies Neural networks (NNs)
play an important role (4). Convolutional layers are
important layers, which are the foundation of these network.
With the help of convolutional filters to learn abstract the
image characteristics (5).Deep learning is used in
ophthalmology for data inspection, division, computerised
detection and possible outcome in the future (6). A primary
benefit of DL in ophthalmology could be in screening DR
and ROP, for which well established guidelines exist in
textbook. Other conditions, such as glaucoma and AMD,
may also require screening and long term follow up with
treatment protocol (7). The interconnection of deep learning
and optical coherence tomography (OCT) technologies has
showed reliable for diagnosed retinal diseases and enhance
the diagnostic performance in the posterior segment diseases
of eye disease (2).
Day by day number of retinal disorder has increased and it
increased requirement for retinal profile readers. The analysis
of retinal imaging can reduce the time for profile explanation
and the time duration allotted for this procedure due to
development of artificial intelligence and deep learning. Due
to AI may increase, the success of healthcare providers by
establishing the right and fast diagnosis of retinal diseases.
What is AI, ML, DL AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING:
In 1956 John McCarthy, who define the term Artificial
intelligence. In ophthalmology Artificial intelligence
technologies entered recently and continue expansion in this
field. In the future AI will have support to achieve new
research, new discoveries and improving clinical
practices[Figure 1].

information. It will generate the required output when the
ML software has finished learning (8).
Photographic study:
Several methods of imaging the eyes or selected regions of
the eye, using white light or various spectral wavelength of
light.
Types –
Documentary photography: colour images of face, external
eye, anterior segment and fundus (white light or red free
lightening).
Fundus autofluoresence (FAF): Imaging modalities that take
advantage of the naturally and pathologically occurring
fluorophores in the fundus. Provides sensitive information
regarding the health of the retinal pigment epithelium and
allows early detection and monitoring of a variety of
conditions such as AMD, macular dystrophies, and
medication toxicity. It is also useful in the evaluation of
certain ocular tumours, choroidal nevi and melanomas.
Specular microscopy: Contact and non-contact photographic
techniques used to image the corneal endothelium. It can be
used to be evaluate the quantity and quality and of the
endothelial cells.
Corneal topography and tomography
Computerised corneal topography is performed using various
methods, including placido disc analysis, scanning slit beam,
raster stereography. They can provide information on anterior
corneal curvature and regularity.
Computerised corneal tomography, it reconstruction of
multiple images of cornea may help give detailed information
about the anterior, posterior, central cornea. These techniques
include anterior segment OCT, scanning slit, and rotating
scheimpflug photography based systems. Scanning slit and
rotating scheimp flug useful detecting posterior corneal
elevation and anterior segment anatomy. It also measures
corneal thickness.
It is useful detecting irregular astigmatism secondary to
keratoconus. It is also helpful in identify the cause of
decreased vision in patient with no known cause, refractive
surgical screening and imaging the post keratorefractive
cornea.
Optical coherence topography

Computer Programming Services
The computer programming has an essential role in world.
Programming is using a language. This language that a
machine can understand and sin order to get it to perform
various tasks. In advanced the software programmer has to
know how to process the data to produce the required
170

Optical coherence topography (OCT) is a non-invasive, noncontact imaging system providing high resolution cross
sectional images of the posterior segment. OCT machines has
inbuilt segmentation of scan is a type of AI(1).OCT images
used for diagnosed and understand exact pathophysiology of
disease, follow up of treatment route, for assessing the
reaction to medicinal, surgical, laser therapy and for the
documentation and make clear the pathogenesis and
prognosis of a particular disease to the patients. DL
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algorithms as device for self-operating reading of OCT
profile used for recognize normal and disease image (10).
Applications – (9)
Macula –The diagnosis of macular pathology has been
revolutionized by the advent of OCT imaging i.e. AMD,
Diabetic maculopathy, macular hole, epiretinal membrane,
and vitreomacular traction, CSR and retinal venous
occlusion.
Glaucoma – The widespread of OCT in ophthalmology suites
for the assessment of medical retinal disease has contributed
to its increased adoption as an adjunct to clinical and
perimetric assessment in the management of glaucoma.
Retinal Detachments – Distinction of retinal detachment
from retinoschisis.
Anterior segment OCT – It has an expanding range of
clinical applications such as suspected angle closure
glaucoma and corneal analysis such as pachymetry, pre and
post refractive procedure, diagnosis, and monitoring.
Automated OCT study has also been helpful in the detection
of diabetic retinopathy, CSR, polypoidal choroidal
vasculopathy and macular holes, macular plucker, macular
oedema, age related macular degeneration, Glaucoma,
vitreous traction (10). Obviously, OCT reading algorithms is
useful for ophthalmologist to diagnosed the disease and a
guide for the treatment and final decision making.
Diabetic retinopathy
The prevalence of DM has raised remarkable in the past
several years and disease continue to remain a universal
epidemic. Therefore, increased the prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy. DR can be examined by different methods like
direct ophthalmoscopy (11), Indirect ophthalmoscopy, dilated
slit lamp examination with 90D or 78D (12) dilated or nondilated colour photography (11), and retinal fundus video
recording (13).
In current scenario AI is most widely used in ophthalmology.
In current, many clinical studies and review has been done
with Digital colour fundus photography with its
proliferative and non-proliferative classifications (14). The
first US Food and Drug Administration‑approved
autonomous AI diagnostic device was IDX‑DR for detecting
DR and diabetic macular oedema(15).
Typically, ML systems run on a powerful server computer.
Fundus images taken using a fundus camera are collected
and evaluated later or they are uploaded through the internet
to the powerful server which generates the report and sends it
back to the device.(1)
The researcher used software for examine normal retinal
images and diabetic retinopathy images and divided into
different group like Proliferative and non-proliferative DR, or
mild, moderate and severe. The software also able to
recognize micro aneurysms, haemorrhages, soft and hard
exudates, cotton wool spots and neovascularisation.

Age related macular degeneration
Age related macular degeneration is also known as senile
macular degeneration. It is degenerating disorder affecting
the macula. It is bilateral disease condition of person over 50
years of age. It is the most common cause of irreversible
visual loss in developing countries (16). Patient with
moderate vision loss due to non-advanced AMD in one eye
or even late AMD in one eye, have about a 50% chance of
developing advanced AMD in the fellow eye within 5 years
(17).
AI has contributing special role for diagnosed the disease,
severity and help both doctor and patient. Digital fundus
photography is useful for diagnosed the AMD with its
classification i.e. Dry and Wet AMD. Dry AMD the centre of
retina deteriorates and wet AMD means leak blood vessels
grow under the retina. But OCT provides significant
information
about
haemorrhages,
choroidal
neovascularization, neovascular membrane, determination of
extent of membrane in many cases. Serous retinal
detachments, and membrane that are component of exudative
macular degeneration and allow a more precise and detailed
analysis of anatomic structures and neovascular membrane
lesion subtypes.
AI as support to treatment decision making in AMD. AI is
important during anti-VEGF(anti-vascular endothelial growth
factor) treatment is necessary. Therefore, AI more useful for
early detection and management of ARMD into the clinical
practice.(18,19)
Glaucoma
Glaucoma, the second most common cause of blindness
worldwide, is characterized by chronic progressive optic
neuropathy caused by a group of ocular conditions which
leads to damage of the optic nerve with loss of visual
function. Early diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma is
important for preventing avoidable blindness. In
ophthalmology glaucoma evaluation done by measuring
intraocular pressure, Gonioscopy, Visual field, optic disc
cupping, Neuroretinal rim, optical coherence tomography and
pachymetry. Pachymetry, the measurement of corneal
thickness, in recent year has become an essential part of the
assessment of glaucoma patients. OCT has a regular part of
the treating macular and other retinal disorders, the same
technology can be used for the assessment of the glaucoma
and has been widely used for this purpose. Sensitivity and
specific utilizing comparison with a normative database are
as high as 90%.With the help of OCT peripapillary retinal
nerve fibre layer thickness compared with normal, radial
cross sectional scan permit an objective and repeatable
assessment of disc morphology with reasonable
discriminatory value, ganglion cell complex analysis
involves measurement of retinal thickness at the macula in an
attempt to detect stage glaucomatous damage (20).
Early diagnosis of glaucoma is very important to treat
glaucoma early as possible. Glaucomatous structural and
quantatively changes find with the help of OCT. With the
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help of AI, ML, and DL early automatic detection of
glaucoma is possible. In glaucoma, early changes in
peripheral vision and it is diagnosed with visual field testing
with the help of perimetry. Together AL-,ML-,DL- can
diagnosed glaucomatous diagnostic models, fundus photo,
OCT study have been used.(21,22,23)

managements and affordable particularly in low
socioeconomic country. However, AI based screening merge
in clinical practices is more important to solve legal and
duplicate issues.

The future

1. Akkara JD, Kuriakose A Role of artificial intelligence and

In upcoming future, Artificial intelligence will come to be
most involved in the field of ophthalmology for appropriate
decision making regarding to ophthalmic examination with
investigations, final diagnosis and treatment. Already, IDxDR is a software program approved by FDA as a low to
moderate risk device. IDx-DR uses an artificial intelligence
algorithm to analyse diabetic retinopathy and helping the
patients that need to referral to an ophthalmologist.
AI can rapidly analyse huge database. AI wide application in
ophthalmology and will drastically changes pathway for
many diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, ARMD,
Glaucoma, corneal ectasias. AI may enlarge the ability of
healthcare supplier by prove the right and fast detection of
disease. In scientific investigation AI also plays an important
role. The feature of just discovered eye disease can be
identified with the help of AI. Studies on application of AI in
medical and clinical education were reported by Deopujari et.
al. (24) and Shrivastava et.al.(25). Other related studies on
ophthalmic health problems were reviewed (26-30).
In current many research going on to develop computer
programming able to diagnose disease such as AMD,
diabetic retinopathy, diabetic macular oedema, retinal
detachment, glaucoma, and many more ophthalmic disorders
see progression and suggest appropriate management.

Conclusions
Artificial intelligence is very useful in ophthalmology. Ongoing research aim, with the help of computer programming
to diagnosed disease early as possible to avoid complication
and help doctor to minimize work load. In ophthalmology,
most widely used computer programming for detection of
pathophysiology and to treat the patient with the help of
Photography study, Corneal topography and tomography,
OCT profile.
AI assisted computer screening and diagnosis of the common
disease in ophthalmology may ultimately help maximize the
doctor’s role at the clinic. Outside the clinic, where an
ophthalmologist is not available their AI platforms provide
more medical circumstances and subsides barrier to access
for an eye care. DL has shown important work in the field of
ophthalmology clinically detecting retinal disorders such as
diabetic retinopathy, retinopathy of prematurity, ARMD,
Glaucoma etc. Application of AI make great support to
remote area patient by contributing information in limited
resources.AI also be applied in clinics to decreased the
number of patient’s referral in higher centre for further
management. In ophthalmic point of view, AI has capability
towards patient access to clinical examinations, diagnosis,
172
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